G4S Secure Solutions
for Hospitals and Healthcare Facilities

New Safety and Security Solutions for Hospitals
and Healthcare Facilities
G4S combines the highest level of manned security
with technology, support services and expertise
G4S is the most experienced and prepared security
company serving hospitals and healthcare facilities.
We provide specialized people, programs and exclusive
technology designed to ensure the safety and security
of patients, visitors and medical professionals in
your complex facility.
We understand hospitals and healthcare facilities are
some of the most active and dynamic public places.
With many entrances, visitors, vendors and staff, the job
of protecting people and property while maintaining
privacy and the continuity of care is a challenge. G4S
meets and exceeds expectations in this demanding
and specialized environment.

Our Partnership Helps You Maintain
Standards Required by:
�
�
�

�
�
�

The Joint Commission (TJC)
National Patient Safety Goals
Healthcare Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
Center for Medicaid/Medicare Services (CMS)
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers
and Systems (HCAPS)

Compliance
G4S is the preferred compliance and security partner
for hospitals and healthcare facilities. As the government
requires new and changing regulations, site security and
emergency planning, evaluations and inspections, G4S is
there to assist you with compliance and requirements
for The Joint Commission, HIPAA, CMS and all other
accreditation inspections.

G4S Healthcare Services
Your sensitive environment requires the best
G4S Manned Security Solutions

Upscale Security Officer

G4S security and safety officers are ranked #1* in reliability,
ethics, speed of response and adherence to rules and
procedures by our customers. Most importantly, our officers
are specially selected for the healthcare environment.
They are committed specialists, trained to recognize and
understand the unique environment in which they work
and the values important to your healthcare facility.

The G4S Upscale Security Officer (USO) can be an integral
part of security programs for hospitals and healthcare
facilities.The G4S USO has at least an Associate’s Degree or
higher, military service or successful security experience.

All G4S officers are equipped with exclusive G4S Secure
Trax ® technology, an exclusive performance and compliance
tool developed to run on mobile devices.The integration of
G4S officers with powerful G4S technology provides quality
and value for your public safety and security programs.
Custom Protection Officer ®

Property Resource Officer
Our G4S Property Resource Officer (PRO) is also an
important multifaceted part of your healthcare environment.
We understand the PRO is part security, ambassador and
observer.The G4S PRO provides you with qualified security
personnel tailored to your specific needs.
Additionally, G4S officers provide these essential hospital
safety and security services:
�

®

The G4S Custom Protection Officer (CPO) assigned to
healthcare facilities has been recruited from a highly
specialized talent pool. A G4S CPO must have military or
law enforcement experience or a college degree. Only one
out of every ten applicants qualifies to be a G4S CPO.

*IOMA 2010 2011 Benchmark Report on Safety and Security
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Facility Inspections
Security Patrols
Employee Escorts
Patient Watch

G4S security officers are background checked using both
federal and local databases, prescreened, drug tested and
trained to reflect your needs.

Healthcare Officer Training
All G4S officers are trained for the unique healthcare
environment in which they work. Hospital security officers
receive instruction on nonviolent crisis intervention,
healthcare regulation compliance, HIPAA, CPR and Hazmat
training. Mandatory training includes 40 hours orientation,
8 hours CPI/MOAB and 8 hours annually.

Canine Protection
Hospital and healthcare centers are facing increasing
challenges with rising violence in and around Emergency
Rooms, parking facilities and hospital grounds. Hospitals are
turning to G4S Canine Protection to maintain a safe work
environment for healthcare staff and deescalate potentially
unstable situations.

Transportation Services
G4S transportation provides timely, reliable and professional
services for doctors, staff, administration or patients who
travel to remote parking areas, satellite medical facilities
or associated healthcare centers.

Emergency Response
G4S is a valuable partner for hospitals and healthcare
facilities as they plan, manage and execute their emergency
compliance requirements. Our teams are trained to
understand the role and capabilities of hospitals in
community emergency response systems.

G4S Healthcare Technology
Protecting people and property
while maintaining privacy and the continuity of care
Secure Trax ®

Remote Guarding

G4S has revolutionized and expanded the technology
horizon for security officers with Secure Trax ®. The fusion of
G4S officers with Secure Trax ® provides you with the highest
level of performance available today. Secure Trax ® offers
incident capture and notification, GPS plotting, guard tour
documentation, time and attendance and safety and facility
inspections. Secure Trax ® lets officers capture and record
incident information and send notifications to appropriate
staff, all in real time. Using the Secure Trax ® customizable
safety and facility inspection modules, officers can record
inspection activity, safety surveys, behaviorbased surveys,
facilities checks and more. Only Secure Trax ® connects G4S
security officers with your customized secure business
intelligence portal and/or RISK360™.

When healthcare facilities and hospitals need extra eyes
on parking lots, secure entrances and assets, G4S Video
Monitoring Center provides unmatched capabilities. Remote
Guarding can provide a 24/7 proactive approach to security
and safety with video tours, video chaperoning, twoway
voice communication and the detection of threats through
the use of video analytics.These powerful tools can improve
security, leverage technology investments and reduce costs.

RISK360™
RISK360™ is a highly customizable incident and case
management software designed to manage risk, improve
business performance, maintain regulatory compliance
and reduce costs. RISK360™ captures incident information,
providing notifications, incident review and case management.
RISK360™ also highlights emerging trend analyses and
measures improvement outcomes allowing healthcare
facilities to optimize their safety and security operations.
RISK360™ helps hospitals provide a secure environment
for patients, visitors and staff.

OneFacility
OneFacility is a comprehensive suite of technologies with
components for access control, video security systems
and software for facilities management and administration.
OneFacility offers software from a single intelligent source
to help you with:
�
�
�
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Visitor management
Vendor management
Vendor credentialing
Access control logs

G4S Support
Services
G4S can provide hospital
and healthcare facilities with
integrated security systems,
technology and services to
support your facility, mitigate
risk and safety concerns and
maintain compliance within
a caring and supportive
environment. Our support
services include:

Security Surveys
G4S teams are skilled and
experienced at conducting
effective initial and annual
security and safety surveys,
identifying safety threats to
your hospital and staff and
recommending protective
strategies to mitigate threats.

Security Management
Documents
G4S provides onestop
assistance with security
and safety management
documentation including
planning, post orders, HVA
and EOC annual reviews.

Employee Education
G4S will provide informative
“Town Meetings” to hospital
administration and staff as a
way to educate and discuss
specifics on hospital security
and safety procedures,
personal safety tips and crime
prevention awareness.The
G4S Town Meetings will also
provide some basic training
in violence prevention to
help hospital staff recognize
potentially violent patients
and visitors.

G4S Provides Hospitals
with Quality and Measurable Value
From the largest hospitals to local healthcare facilities, our highly trained
G4S officers and cuttingedge technology bring unsurpassed safety
and security solutions to help manage risk and reduce costs.
Call us today to find out how we can partner with you.

manpower. technology. innovation. ™

Hiring and Training the Best
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